Executive Summary
A New Deal for this New Century: Restoring FDR’s Vision for Global Trade
Too often, the debate over trade devolves into tribalist claims that one side is
protectionist and the other is globalist. This bifurcation obstructs a constructive discussion of
how trade agreements can be reformed so that they serve the interests of a wider group of
stakeholders. The founders of the global trading system recognized that a properly functioning
regime requires a balance among interested parties. Contrary to popular belief, they did not
believe that global laissez-faire would produce peace and prosperity on its own. This balance
was reflected in the Havana Charter. The American business community persuaded Congress to
reject it.
Because of this popular misunderstanding of the vision of the post-World War II
architects, many have come to believe that intent was to create a laissez-faire regime, that
more trade is always better, and that trade agreements are inherently positive instruments. As
a result, that has been inadequate oversight of just what these trade agreements do.
Trade can be a force for good. But, beginning with a rejection of the rules FDR and other
sought to include in the global trading system and continuing for decades thereafter, trade
agreements have come to reflect multinational corporate capture, with a focus on increasing
returns to capital. This capture does not inherently serve the public interest. Promoting returns
to capital while reducing the returns to labor creates the kind of instability that FDR sought to
avoid. Moreover, as climate change takes on increasing importance, the system’s bias in favor
of capital and against environmental protection leaves the global trading regime open to
criticism that it is not fit for purpose in the modern era.
Having played such a pivotal role in blocking the Havana Charter, which would have set
a more equitable framework for global trade, the American business community can now play a
pivotal role in restoring public confidence in the global trading system. A simple place to start is
to endorse the Havana Charter itself, and to embrace a discussion of the substantive ways in
which changes to the WTO and to bilateral and regional trade agreements can serve the
interests of a broader array of stakeholders.

PROPOSALS FOR THE WTO AND BILATERAL/REGIONAL AGREEMENTS
I.

WTO
•
•
•
•
•

II.

Include enforceable labor rights, which were agreed to in the Havana Charter.
Include rules on anticompetitive behavior, which were agreed to in the Havana
Charter.
Include more detailed rules on currency manipulation, which were agreed to in the
Havana Charter.
Render the commitments in the Paris Agreement subject to the WTO dispute
settlement system.
Reorient the Organization’s priorities so that liberalizing trade flows is no longer a
higher priority than protecting the environment.
U.S. Bilateral/Regional Agreements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthen the labor provisions by removing unnecessary hurdles, such as showing a
nexus to trade or investment.
Strengthen the environmental provisions to prohibit illegal take and trade and adopt
ambitious affirmative standards on climate change and industrial pollution.
Improve enforcement of labor and environmental provisions through mechanisms
such as the U.S.-Peru Forestry Annex and the Brown/Wyden proposal for the new
NAFTA.
Close manufacturing content loopholes that let non-parties free-ride without signing
up for any of the obligations.
Rebalance investor provisions by eliminating ISDS, eliminating the prohibition on
corporate social responsibility, and including disciplines on investor behavior.
Require the intellectual property rules to be tied to manufacturing or services in the
region, and pare back the rules and their prescriptiveness.
Revisit the constraints on governmental regulatory flexibility that result from
excessively prescriptive rules.
Address anticompetitive behavior by reconceiving of the competition chapter not as
a vehicle for due process for merger candidates, but as a genuine opportunity to deal
with behavior that is harmful to competition.
Embrace a sunset clause, which compels the parties to reevaluate the terms of the
agreement in light of changing geopolitical and economic conditions.
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